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m:N operations

• Implies supervisory control of 

multiple machines by human

• But with increased machine 

intelligence, a machine can 

respond to situations that 

were not programmed nor 

anticipated in the design



Human-Machine Teaming

• Can view machines as 

teammates 

• Machines require less 

supervision or control with 

increased machine 

autonomy

• How can these teams of 

humans and intelligent  

machines be most effective?



The coordination of teams composed of multiple 

humans and intelligent machines is important for:

• transportation

• space exploration

• industry 

• medicine

Human – Machine Teaming is 

Ubiquitous



DARPA – Urban Search and Rescue and 

Logistics; machine facilitator and social 

intelligence

ARL-Next Generation Combat Vehicle; 

metric development

AFOSR – Urban Search and Rescue: trust 

and SA

AFOSR – Space Operations; distributed 

multi-team systems; JADC2

ASU-Driverless cars and human-driven 

vehicles; attitudes and behaviors

ONR/AFRL- RPAS – Synthetic Teammate –

force multiplier for team training

Human-Machine Teaming Research



Project 1: Synthetic Teammate

This work is partially supported by ONR grant 

no. N000141712382.



Objectives

• Develop a Synthetic Teammate to take the place of the 

Air Vehicle Operator and work with two humans in the 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) task. 

• Provides all-human team baseline data and a validation 

environment for the synthetic teammate



▪ Extend ACT-R cognitive modeling

▪ Better understand essentials of team coordination

▪ Use synthetic teammates for team training

Testbed

http://www.state.gov/video/?videoid=60761567001


Team - two or more 

teammates with 

heterogeneous roles and 

responsibilities who work 

interdependently toward a 

common goal

Taking Teaming Seriously



Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human Machine Teams

1. Team members have different roles and 

responsibilities – do not replicate humans



Taking Teaming Seriously In 
Human-Machine Teams

Humans should do what they do 

best and machines should do 

what they do best and what 

humans do not want to do.

Exceptions: social robotics; 

synthetic teammate



Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human-Machine Teams

2. Effective teams understand that 

each team member has different 

roles and responsibilities and 

avoid role confusion, but back 

each other up as necessary -

autonomy needs understanding of 

whole task



Synthetic < Control < Experimenter

Synthetic Teammate Findings

• Synthetic Teammate failed 

to anticipate the information 

needs of human teammates 

• Only provided information 

when asked 

• Over time the human 

teammates entrained to 

synthetic teammate 

• As a result coordination 

suffered



Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human-Machine Teams

3. Effective teams share 

knowledge about the team goals 

and the current situation and over 

time this facilitates coordination 

and implicit communication –

human-autonomy team training



Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human-Machine Teams
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Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human-Machine Teams
4. Effective teams have team 

members who are interdependent 

and thus need to 

interact/communicate even when 

direct communication is 

impossible – some other 

communication model than 

natural language



RELATION BETWEEN TEAM PERFORMANCE 

AND COORDINATION

From Demir dissertation 4/2017; Coordination stability “sweet spot” discovered



Taking Teaming Seriously In 

Human-Machine Teams

5. Interpersonal trust is 

important to human 

teams – autonomy 

needs to explain and be 

explicable



Autonomy 

Failure Types I & 

III:

Comprehension 

Failure

AVO

PLODEMPC

Maintaining altitude < 3000 ft.

“Altitude < 3000. 
Can’t take photo.”

21

“Altitude > 3000 ft.”

AVO

PLO

Doesn’t change altitude 
for up to 3 iterations

“Altitude still < 3000. 
Can’t take photo.”

4

“Altitude > 3000.”

3

• Overcoming this failure requires 

consistency and persistence on 

the part of PLO in correcting the 

AVO

• Calibrated trust, Attitudes, 

Disposition, 

Anthropomorphism

• Failure to overcome due to:

• Giving up

• Moving on to next target

• Lying to each other (e.g., 

“good photo; let’s go”)

• PLO reacts too slowly

• Locus of resilience is primarily 

role-related

Over-trusting the Synthetic Teammate



Research on HAT cannot wait until 

the autonomy is developed, as 

then it is too late to provide 

meaningful input. Instead, a 

research environment or testbed is 

needed to “get ahead of the curve” 

and conduct research that can 

guide autonomy development.  

The Challenge



The Framework



Physical and Virtual STEs



We study human–AI–robot 

teaming using testbeds and 

Wizard-of-Oz paradigm in the 

lab to simulate real-world tasks 

and robots to enhance impact 

early in robot development. 

Wizard of Oz Paradigm



Importance of Measurement

Develop real-time, 

unobtrusive, systems-level 

dynamical measures and 

empirical models



Conclusion

• Consider intelligent machines as a teammate of a 

different species

• Opens up possibilities for complementary tasks and 

different interactions

• Research is needed to provide requirements PRIOR TO 

autonomy development

• Synthetic task environments, Wizard of OZ, and team-

level measures are needed



Thank you! Nancy.Cooke@asu.edu


